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Style by Jury host Louise Roe shares her secrets in her first
book, Front Roe: How to Be the Leading Lady in Your Own
Life. Packed with tips on emulating the TV personality’s
overall aesthetic, from her fashion sense (discovering
your own style and looking chic while traveling) to beauty
pointers (must-have products and how to find your
signature scent) to lifestyle suggestions (making your home
a sanctuary and throwing a glamorous party), the guide is
full of inspirational and informative tricks. Our verdict?
The handbook is a winner! $25, amazon.com

Get ready to jam:
Rock in Rio, the
legendary Brazilianborn music festival,
is celebrating its
30th anniversary…
in Las Vegas! Gwen
Stefani, seen here
at the launch
event announcing
the superstar
headliners, joins
the industry’s A-list
performers for two
weekends of tunes. Rock and pop artists including
No Doubt, Metallica, Taylor Swift, Bruno Mars and
John Legend, among others, will have you singing
along. Sound spectacular? Snag a weekend ticket —
there’s No Doubt it’ll be a concert for the ages.
From $298 for tickets, rockinrio.com/usa/tickets

Hot collaboration

Iconic fashion brand Lilly Pulitzer, famous for ladylike silhouettes, colorful patterns and
preppy Palm Beach–inspired motifs, partnered with Target for the latest limited-edition
designer collaboration. Launching on April 19, the collection’s 250 apparel, accessories,
home and beauty products — including dresses, swimsuits, pillows, bobby pins, towels,
nail files, beach chairs, and coasters — all adorned in the line’s signature prints, will make
you feel like you’re on vacation year round. From $2 to $150, target.com

Hot cause

Kiehl’s is bright-eyed about our planet’s
future! In honor of Earth Day, the
beauty brand has joined forces with
Recycle Across America, a nonprofit
organization dedicated to helping
standardize labels in schools across
the United States. Eco-conscious
celeb Elizabeth Olsen designed
a limited-edition
Creamy Eye Treatment
with Avocado, and 100
percent of the profits
(up to $50,000) will
go to the cause. How’s
that for going green?
$47, kiehls.com

Hot

hotel

Thinking about an exotic
vacation? We’ve found
your room with a view in
Grenada, Nicaragua. The
boutique Tribal Hotel is
nestled in the heart of the
colonial city, surrounded
by lush courtyards and
walking distance from a lively nightlife scene. Relax on an
outdoor lounging bed in the tropical garden or take a swim
in the dipping pool with tiles modeled after the sidewalks of
Copacabana. With only seven rooms, each having private terraces
and decorated with custom pieces made by regional artisans,
you’ll feel instantly acclimated to the local life. tribal-hotel.com H
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